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Parallel Processing for Sage 300
Our new Parallel Processing feature allows Sage 300
clients with many users scanning simultaneously to
process transactions faster. By using the CPU processors
in parallel and a queue that accumulates transactions that
need be processed, response to handheld will be quicker,
leading to increased efficiency.
We are having great success with our current Beta Test
sites, but are always looking for new companies to benefit
from the fastest version of ACCU-DART.
Parallel Processing will soon be available in an upcoming
general release.
If your ACCU-DART client has a number of concurrent
users, and would benefit from faster performance, please
contact us today for more information.

Event Reporter:
TPAC

We were happy to attend the TPAC conference, April
10-13, in Richmond BC. TPAC is a wonderful opportunity
to touch base with many of our existing resellers, and
introduce them to the latest developments in inventory
management.
We look forward to what next year has in store!
Thank you to everyone who stopped by to say “hello” and
learn more about how ACCU-DART can benefit both your
and your clients’ business!

Seeking Acumatica Cloud ERP
Beta Sites
ACCU-DART is now available for Acumatica Cloud ERP.
We are currently seeking Beta Sites to begin the next
phase of testing and to prepare for general release.
Acumatica ERP delivers adaptable cloud and mobile
technology with a unique all-¬inclusive user licensing
model, enabling a complete, real time view of your
business anytime, anywhere.
With ACCU-DART, Acumatica users will be able to validate
and track inventory transactions in real-time directly into
their unique, cloud-based system.
Contact us today for more information about becoming a
beta site for our newest ACCU-DART solution!
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Upcoming Events:

Privacy Statement:

At ACCU-DART, we pride ourselves on our ability to help
our resellers and their clients.

We value the privacy of our resellers and their clients. We
will never sell your information to any third-party.

Sage Summit 2016
July 25-28 2016
Chicago, IL
www.sage.com/sage-summit

Resellers have the option of being included on our “Find a
Reseller” page - if you have opted in to this service, your
reseller information is searchable on our page. But we
do NOT provide a list of our resellers to any organization.
Additionally, we do not maintain contact data for your
clients.

AccountMate Synergy 2016
October 23-26 2016
Las Vegas, NV
www.accountmate.com/synergy2016

If you have any questions about how we manage your
information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Case Study: Simplifying Physical
Inventory to Save Time & Money
Seed-Co Zimbabwe is a producer/distributor of grain seed
in Harare, Zimbabwe. With three 650,000 sq. ft. (60,000
sq. meters) warehouses, they have struggled with a long
and cumbersome physical count process that resulted in
wasted time, and inaccurate stock counts. By manually
recording the physical inventory on-hand, users often
recorded the wrong bin numbers or wrong stock codes.
All this paperwork then had to be entered into the ERP
system, where handwriting issues led to further mistakes
being made. Overall too much time was being wasted
manually entering inventory information into Sage 300
ERP, and too much time was being wasted reconciling the
paperwork against the computer system.
Seed-Co contacted their Sage 300 ERP reseller - Microbiz
Technologies - to help find a solution. That solution was
ACCU-DART.
Learn how ACCU-DART helped Seed-Co improve their
operations - read the case study here!
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